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UNDERSTANDING INDOOR AIR QUALITY (IAQ)

Why should I care about my homes IAQ? Your Health! Over the past several years, the 
Environmental Protection Agency has consistently ranked indoor air pollution as one of the most 
concerning environmental dangers we all face daily. It is estimated that most people spend about 
90% of their time indoors.  Because of the time we spend at work, school, and of course, at home, 
the quality of the air we breathe should be a major concern for all of us. One of the most surprising 
statistics reported by the EPA is that the level of indoor air pollution can be anywhere from 2 to 5 
times more polluted than the worst outside air!

Common indoor air pollutants generally fall into three categories: Particulates, VOC’s and 
Pathogens/Bioaerosols (see chart on the cover). The importance of humidity control cannot be 
stressed enough in a conversation about comfort and healthy air.

       PARTICULATES
       Particle matter as small as a few nanometers to tens 
of        micrometers. Dust, pollen, spores, fibers, and dander 
       just to name a few.

       VOC’s
       Volatile Organic Compounds. Things like 
       formaldehyde, nitrogen oxides, ozone, radon and 
       chemicals. Most of what is found in air fresheners, 
       cleaners and personal care products.

       PATHOGENS/BIOAEROSOLS
       Colds, viruses, flu, bacteria and fungi. Mold spores  
       can be extra tough on people with allergies.

Wait, I have a furnace filter. So I am ok? Not exactly. The primary purpose of a furnace filter is to 
protect the furnace fan, heat exchanger and air conditioning coil. It takes out the big particulates 
and misses most everything else. Filtration also needs to be done without adding a lot of air flow 
restriction or ‘static pressure’ to the system. The problem with many higher priced, higher acclaimed 
filters is they greatly increase the static pressure to the system and they still do not get everything out 
of the air in your home.

STATIC PRESSURE 
Why should I care? Elevated static pressure resistance of air flow through the furnace and ductwork 
system can hurt your system in several ways. It can raise noise levels, cause service calls and repairs 
as well as increase utility bills. It is important to keep static pressure low for your comfort and pocket 
book.
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PROBLEM (Bioaerosols): Bacteria, Viruses, Germs, Mold Spores etc.

SOLUTION: UV Lights, Air Purifi ers
UV Lights provide an ultraviolet germicidal treatment to provide a 
dependable line of defense against bioaerosols. Some Air Purifi ers also attack 
bioaerosols by “electrocuting” them within the special media fi lter, rendering 
them ineffective. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER:
UV Treatment Systems: On going bulb replacement cost. Ozone generation, 
No fi ltration.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR IAQ PROBLEMS

PROBLEM (VOCs): Pet Odors, Chemical Gases, Solvents, Cooking Odors, etc.

SOLUTION: Ventilators, Oxidation Generators  
An Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV or HRV) can economically ventilate 
your home by recovering wasted energy. Another way to reduce VOCs is by 
changing their molecular confi guration through an oxidization process using 
either Hydroxyl or Oxygen radicals. Some UV Lights provide this feature.

THINGS TO CONSIDER:
Air to Air Exchangers: Poor summer performance. Oxidation generators : 
harmful ozone

PROBLEM (Dry Air): Itchy or Cracked Skin, Eye Irritation, Dry Stuffy Nose, etc.

SOLUTION: Whole-House Humidifi ers  
Humidifi ers put moisture back into your air through your home comfort 
system. Moisture in the air can help you feel more comfortable at lower, 
more economical temperatures. There are also health benefi ts for your skin 
and respiratory system with moisturized air. Humidifi ed air can reduce the 
growth and spread of bioaerosols that thrive in dry conditions. Many of the 
thermostats we use will automatically manage this process.

PROBLEM (Moist Air): Mold Spores, Dust Mites, Allergens, Noxious Chemicals, etc.

SOLUTION: Dehumidifi ers 
Reducing the amount of excess humidity in your home’s air has both comfort 
and health benefi ts. Dryer air allows you to feel more comfortable in your home 
at higher indoor temperatures. The temperature may be 76° in your home, 
but the heat index may be 70°, saving you money on your cooling costs. 
Dryer air helps in reducing moist environments where mold and allergens 
might grow and thrive. It can also reduce surface sweating, typically found 
in cool damp areas like basements and unventilated spaces. Our whole home 
dehumidifi ers run much more effi ciently, effectively and safely with better 
longevity than retail units.

PROBLEM (Particulates): Dirt, Dust, Pollen, Spores, Smoke, Pet 
Dander, etc.

SOLUTION: Filter, Air Purifi ers  
Air Filters capture airborne particulates by either trapping them 
within the fi lter’s material or by magnetically charging the particles 
and collecting them. Some Air Purifi ers do the same, and in addition 
provide germicidal purifi cation to disinfect bioaerosols.

THINGS TO CONSIDER:
Bi-Polar Ionization (IWave): No fi lter, relies on fall out. Ozone 
generation. Effectiveness is not certain in our trials.
Media Air Cleaners (Carrier MacPak Filter): Static pressure concerns. 
Little VOC or Bioaerosol control



THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE CLEANEST AIR
With SecureAire’s ACTIVE Particle Control 
Technology, small particles are conditioned 
and combined with other particles to 
create larger “clumps” that are then 
actively transported to the filter. And unlike 
conventional filters that can allow potentially 
harmful organisms to continue to breed 
inside your home, the  SecureAire System 
inactivates (kills) any pathogens. SecureAire’s 
process efficiently and effectively provides 
you with the highest quality air purification 
for a Safe, Healthy, and Clean indoor air 
environment all while not producing any 
harmful ozone and lasting three times longer.

• Effective on all phases of Air Quality: 
Particulates, VOCs & Pathogens

• Works beyond the air stream reaching 
out into your house with Active Particle 
Control

• Low ongoing filter cost
• Very low static pressure (Best in Class)
• Excellent warranty
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Over 90% of  
airborne particles  

and pathogens are 
too small and light 
to be transported 
from your rooms 

to your filter.

ALL ABOUT HUMIDITY

Humidity & Comfort
 Too much in summer = cold clammy
 Too little in Winer = uncomfortable, temp up still not warm

Humidity & Efficiency
Proper humidity saves energy by keeping your home more comfortable at a higher temperature in the 
summer and a lower temperature in the winter.

1 CONDITION
Particles entering 
the SecureAire 
System become 
electrically 
CONDITIONED.

2 COLLISION
Thousands of 
times a second, 
conditioned 
particles 
are forced 
to COLLIDE, 
gaining weight 
in the process.

3 CAPTURE & 
INACTIVATE
Collisions make 
particles larger and 
heavier thus easier 
to CAPTURE within 
the filter media. 
Once CAPTURED, any 
viable pathogens will 
be INACTIVATED or 
killed.

4 TRANSPORT
Particles escaping 
CAPTURE, are 
electrically 
CONDITIONED and 
propelled into the 
airspace. There they 
attach and attract to 
small particles and are 
TRANSPORTED from 
the treated airspace to 
the SecureAire filter.

920-564-2333
www.AdvancedComfortSystems.net
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